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At MNR, our dedication to natural resources is evident 
in everything we do. We take pride in our attention 
to detail and ability to deliver superior results. Due 

diligence is the key to our continued success.



MIDWEST NATURAL RESOURCES

Who We Are

Minnesota Department of Natural 
Resources Approved Surveyors for:   

Wisconsin Department of Natural 
Resources Approved Surveyors for:                                               

Certifications and Permits 

USFWS Recovery Permit for 
Dakota skipper

MN Certified Wetland Professional                                         
Professional Wetland Scientist

Associate Wildlife Biologist, The 
Wildlife Society

Midwest Natural Resources (MNR) is a natural 
resources consulting firm established in 2005 with 
the goal of bringing a new ethic to the environmental 
consulting industry. Our ecological expertise and 
our attention to detail provide us with the ability to 
deliver superior results. Our clients trust our ability to 
provide high-quality data in a timely, cost-effective 
manner, and the reviewing agencies trust our expertise 
and respect our work. Our focus on due diligence 
ensures the success of each project we complete. 

Birds 
Prairie Skippers 
Vascular Plants 
Bryophytes 
Lichens

Vascular Plants             
Birds 
Eastern Massasauga 
Blanchard’s Cricket Frog 
Karner Blue Butterfly 
Wood Turtle 

Unparalleled 
Experience Our team of full-time biological 

staff has substantial experience 
conducting field surveys for a variety 
of unique projects across the Upper 

Midwest,  Great Plains,  and  beyond. 
Our ecological prowess is second to 

none and we use it to deliver a suite of 
comprehensive ecological services.  



Natural Resource Inventories/
Vegetation Monitoring

Habitat and Vegetation  
Management Plans

GIS Services

We draw upon our botanical and ecological 
expertise to map, classify, and evaluate plant 
communities and conduct long-term and post-
construction vegetation monitoring.

Extensive ecological knowledge and field 
experience are critical for developing practical 
management and planning guidelines. Our 
management/restoration plans provide detailed 
plant community descriptions and site-specific 
recommendations to achieve desired results.

The collection and analysis of precise, accurate 
data is fundamental to our work. We use a num-
ber of GIS tools to both support our field services 
and enhance our project deliverables.

MIDWEST NATURAL RESOURCES

Our Services
Wetland Services

Botanical Surveys

T & E Wildlife Surveys

We combine a deep understanding of plant 
ecology with soil and hydrology evaluations to 
identify and delineate wetland features and eval-
uate wetland health and  functionality.

Our botanical staff use their extensive experience 
to identify potential habitat and efficiently locate 
state- and federally-listed species. MNR has built 
an exceptional record of rare plant finds that 
span the country from the Upper Midwest to 
Coastal Mississippi and east Texas.

Our skilled biologists have conducted surveys for 
state- and federally-listed T&E species across the 
country. Surveys include assessments for poten-
tial suitable habitat, nest surveys/monitoring, 
and occupancy surveys.


